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Abstract

Using data collected by the fixed target Fermilab experiment FOCUS, we measure the branching ratios of the C
favored decays�+

c → �+K−π+, �+
c → �+K̄∗(892)0, and�+

c → �0K−π+π+ relative to�+
c → �−π+π+ to be 0.91±

0.11±0.04, 0.78±0.16±0.06, and 0.28±0.06±0.06, respectively. We report the first observation of the Cabibbo-suppre
decay�+

c → �+K+K− and we measure the branching ratio relative to�+
c → �+K−π+ to be 0.16± 0.06± 0.01. We also

set 90% confidence level upper limits for�+
c → �+φ and�+

c → �∗(1690)0(�+K−)K+ relative to�+
c → �+K−π+ to

be 0.12 and 0.05, respectively. We find an indication of the decays�+
c → 
−K+π+ and�+

c → �∗(1385)+K̄0 and set 90%
confidence level upper limits for the branching ratios with respect to�+

c → �−π+π+ to be 0.12 and 1.72, respectively. Final
we determine the 90% C.L. upper limit for the resonant contribution�+

c → �∗(1530)0π+ relative to�+
c → �−π+π+ to be

0.10.
 2003 Elsevier B.V.Open access under CC BY license.
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1. Introduction

In addition to several improved measurements
�+

c branching ratios, we report an indication of ne
�+

c decay modes and the first observation of
Cabibbo-suppressed decay�+

c → �+K+K−. These
analyses may provide useful information about
various charm baryon weak decay mechanisms
particular, we find a suggestion of the decay�+

c →
�∗(1385)+K̄0 for which flavor symmetry argumen
predict a zero amplitude [1]. A non-vanishing am
plitude could be related to spin-spin interactions
tween the light quarks in the baryon�+

c [2]. As re-
gards the�+

c → �+K+K−, we measure the branc
ing ratio relative to the Cabibbo-favored mode�+

c →
�+K−π+. While tree diagrams (internal and e
ternal spectator) contribute to both Cabibbo-favo
and Cabibbo-suppressed modes, the W-exchange
gram contributes only to the Cabibbo-suppressed
cay (Fig. 1). Assuming a similar contribution fro
strong interactions for the two modes, and neglec
possible resonant structure, one might naively ext
information on the role of the W-exchange diagra

URL: http://www-focus.fnal.gov/authors.html, for additional
author information.
-

This result may also aid in understanding the discr
ancy between the predicted and measured�+

c lifetime
[3,4].

2. Event reconstruction

FOCUS is a photoproduction experiment whi
collected data during the 1996–1997 fixed-target
at Fermilab. The apparatus is equipped with pre
vertex and comprehensive particle identification
tectors. For about 2/3 of the data taking a 25 µm
pitch silicon strip detector (TS) [5] was interleav
with the BeO target segments. The spectrometer is
vided into an inner region for high momentum tra
reconstruction and an outer region for low moment
tracks.

All decay modes reported have a hyperon in
final state. The�+ particles are reconstructed
both pπ0 and nπ+ decay modes. As the directio
of the neutral particle is not reconstructed, kinema
constraints are used to compute the�+ momentum.
If the decay occurs upstream of the magnetic fie
there is a two-fold ambiguity in the�+ momentum.
The �− and 
− are reconstructed in the mod
�0π− and�0K−, respectively, while�0 decays are

http://www-focus.fnal.gov/authors.html
http://creativecommons.org/licenses/by/3.0/
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Fig. 1. Possible weak diagrams for (a) and (b): Cabibbo-favo
decay�+

c → �+K−π+; (c), (d), (e): Cabibbo-suppressed dec
�+

c → �+K+K− . The W-exchange diagram contributes only
the Cabibbo-suppressed decay.
reconstructed in the charged mode1 pπ−. A detailed
description of the hyperon reconstruction techniq
in FOCUS is reported in Reference [6].

Candidates are reconstructed by first forming a v
tex with tracks consistent with a specific charm de
hypothesis. A cut on the confidence level (CLD) th
these tracks form a good vertex is applied. The p
duction vertex is found using a candidate driven v
tex algorithm which uses the final state momentum
define the line of flight of the charm particle [7]. Th
seed track for the charm particle is used to form a p
duction vertex with at least two other tracks in the t
get region. We require a value of at least 1% for
confidence level of the production vertex. Most of t
background is rejected by applying a separation
between the production and decay vertices (we req
the significance of separation,L/σL, between the two
vertices to be greater than some number).Čerenkov
identification [8] is required on each charged final st
particle in the decay. For each hypothesis (α = elec-
tron, pion, kaon or proton) we construct aχ2-like vari-
able Wα = −2 log (likelihood). We use either a re
quirement that one hypothesis,β , is favored with re-
spect to another hypothesis,α, (Wα −Wβ > n) or a re-
quirement that one hypothesis is favored with resp
to all the other hypotheses (min{Wα} − Wβ > n).

In order to minimize systematic biases, the norm
ization mode is selected using the same cuts as the
cific decay when possible. Differences between e
mode and its reference mode will be discussed be
The evaluation of efficiencies accounts for the de
fractions of the observed daughters.

3. �+
c decays containing a �+ particle

We measure the branching ratio of�+
c →�+K−π+

and�+
c → �+K̄∗(892)0 relative to�+

c → �−π+π+.
The decay mode�+

c → �+K−π+ is selected by re
quiring CLD > 1% while for �+

c → �−π+π+ we
require CLD> 2%. A minimum cut of 40 GeV/c is
applied on the�+

c momentum. Due to different lev
els of background, we requireL/σL > 9.5 for �+

c →
�+K−π+ and L/σL > 4.5 for �+

c → �−π+π+.

1 Throughout this Letter the charged conjugate decay is un
stood.
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Each pion from the charm decay vertex must s
isfy min{Wα} − Wπ > −6. In the�+

c → �+K−π+
mode the kaon hypothesis must be favored over
pion hypothesis (Wπ − WK > 1). To eliminate pos-
sible contamination from the�+

c → �+π+π− de-
cays, where theπ− is misidentified as a K−, we in-
crease the K–π separation cut from 1 to 5 for thos
events which, reconstructed as�+π+π−, fall within
30 MeV/c2 of the nominal�+

c mass. A loose require
ment,Wp − Wπ > −3, is applied on proton–pion sep
aration. In addition, we reject candidates with a de
proper time resolution (σt ) less than 110 fs (140 fs
for TS (not TS) run period events. Further, a muon
compatibility cut is imposed on the kaon and pion
�+

c → �+K−π+ candidates.
In Fig. 2 the invariant mass distributions f

�+K−π+ and �−π+π+ are presented. A good fi
function to our data is two Gaussian distributions
the signal and a first order polynomial for the bac
ground, especially for decays with a two-fold ambig
ity. For the�+K−π+ mode the fit returns a yield o
251± 23 events. For this mode, the sigmas and the
tio of the yields of the two Gaussians, and the me
of the wide Gaussian are fixed to the Monte Carlo v
ues. The�−π+π+ distribution is also fit using two
Gaussians for the signal and a first order polynom
for the background. The resultant yield is 265± 21
events. A Monte Carlo simulation is used to det
mine the relative efficiency. We find no significa
change in the�+

c → �+K−π+ efficiency due to the
�+

c → �+K∗(892)0 contribution. We determine th
branching ratio to be

(1)
Γ (�+

c → �+K−π+)

Γ (�+
c → �−π+π+)

= 0.91± 0.11(stat).

For the�+
c → �+K̄∗(892)0 mode we fit the K−π+

invariant mass distribution. We select events in
�+K−π+ signal region (mass window within 3
MeV/c2 of the fit mass), and subtract events in t
sidebands (two symmetric regions 70 MeV/c2 to
100 MeV/c2 away from the fit mass). The�+

c →
�+K̄∗(892)0 events are selected with the same
lection cuts as those used in the�+

c → �+K−π+
branching ratio measurement. The K−π+ invariant
mass distribution is fit using a Breit–Wigner (wi
width fixed to the Monte Carlo value) for the si
nal and the non-resonant�+

c → �+K−π+ shape de-
termined with the Monte Carlo simulation. In Fig.
Fig. 2. Invariant mass distribution of: (a)�+
c → �+K−π+;

(b) �+
c → �−π+π+. For both modes the fit has been perform

using two Gaussians for the signal and a first order polynomia
the background.

we present the K−π+ invariant mass distribution afte
sideband subtraction. The yield is 119±23 events. The
resulting branching ratio relative to�+

c → �−π+π+
is

(2)
Γ (�+

c → �+K̄∗(892)0)

Γ (�+
c → �−π+π+)

= 0.78± 0.16(stat).
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Fig. 3. K−π+ invariant mass distribution (sideband subtracted). T
fit is performed using a Breit–Wigner distribution for the signal a
a shape for the�+

c → �+K−π+ non-resonant component take
from a high statistics Monte Carlo simulation. The width of t
Breit–Wigner is fixed to the Monte Carlo value.

We report the first observation of the Cabibb
suppressed decay�+

c → �+K−K+ and measure th
branching ratio with respect to the similar mo
�+

c → �+K−π+. Due to the larger level of back
ground and lower efficiency for the�+

c →
�+(nπ+)K−K+ mode, we only use the signal fro
�+

c → �+(pπ0)K−K+ decays. To minimize possibl
systematic biases, we restrict the normalizing mod
events in which the�+ decays viapπ0. The selection
cuts used to select this sample are similar to the
used in the inclusive�+K−π+ mode. The main dif-
ferences are the�+

c minimum momentum cut, which
is reduced to 30 GeV/c, and theL/σL cut, which is re-
duced to 8.5. To eliminate contamination from�+

c →
�+K−π+ events,�+K+K− candidates which, whe
reconstructed as�+K−π+, fall near the�+

c mass, are
eliminated. The�+K+K− invariant mass distribution
is shown in Fig. 4. The fit is performed using a dou
Gaussian for the signal and a first order polynomial
the background. Again, the ratio of yields, the reso
tions of the two Gaussians and the mean of the w
Gaussian are fixed to the Monte Carlo values. The
returns 17± 6 events. The branching ratio relative
Fig. 4. The histogram shows the inclusive�+(pπ0)K+K− invari-
ant mass distribution, the data is fit to two Gaussians for the si
and a first order polynomial for the background. The points with
ror bars show the possible contribution from�+φ (empty circles)
and�∗(1690)0K+ (filled circles).

�+
c → �+K−π+ is

(3)
Γ (�+

c → �+K+K−)

Γ (�+
c → �+K−π+)

= 0.16± 0.06(stat).

As significant resonant structure is observed in
decay�+

c → �+K+K− [9,10], we search for pos
sible contribution from�+

c → �+φ and �+
c →

�∗(1690)0K+. For both decays we fit the�+K+K−
invariant mass distribution. For�+

c → �+φ decay
we make a sideband subtraction on the K+K− invari-
ant mass (using 20 MeV/c2 wide signal region and
sideband). For�+

c → �∗(1690)0K+ we require the
�+K− invariant mass to be within 20 MeV/c2 of
the nominal�∗ mass (where we assume no con
bution from the non-resonant mode), and we excl
events in theφ signal region. No significant contribu
tion is found. In Fig. 4 we show the fits of the tw
resonant modes superimposed to the inclusive s
ple. The fit reports 3± 2 events for�+φ and 2± 2
for �∗(1690)0K+. We set the upper limit at 90% con
fidence level for the branching fractions relative
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c → �+K−π+ to be

(4)
Γ (�+

c → �+φ)

Γ (�+
c → �+K−π+)

< 0.12

and

(5)
Γ (�+

c → �(1690)0K+)

Γ (�+
c → �+K−π+)

< 0.05,

where no correction is made for the branching ra
of �∗(1690)0 → �+K−. For both modes we find
negligible systematic uncertainty.

4. �+
c → �0K−π+π+, �+

c → �−K+π+ and
�+

c → �∗(1385)+K̄0 decays

We measure the branching ratio of the dec
�+

c → �0K−π+π+ relative to �+
c → �−π+π+.

The sample is selected requiring a significance
separation (L/σL) greater than 5, CLD> 2%, and
σt < 100 fs. Furthermore, the kaon hypothesis mus
favored over the pion hypothesis (W(π)−W(K) > 2),
while the pion must satisfy min{Wα}−Wπ > −6. The
invariant mass distribution for�0K−π+π+ is shown
in Fig. 5. The fit is performed using a Gaussian
the signal plus a linear polynomial for the backgrou

Fig. 5. Invariant mass distribution for�0K−π+π+. The fit function
is a sum of a Gaussian for the signal and a linear background.
The signal yield is 58± 12 events. The same selecti
cuts are applied to the normalization mode�+

c →
�−π+π+ to minimize possible systematic biase
We find the branching ratio of�+

c → �0K−π+π+
relative to�+

c → �−π+π+ to be

(6)
Γ (�+

c → �0K−π+π+)

Γ (�+
c → �−π+π+)

= 0.28± 0.06(stat).

We find an indication of the decay�+
c →


−K+π+. The sample is selected by reconstruct
the 
− when it decays to�0K−. The �0K− invari-
ant mass must be within 20 MeV/c2 of the nominal

− mass and the decay vertex must satisfy a minim
confidence level cut of 1%. The significance of se
ration,L/σL, must be greater than 0.5. The kaon fro
the decay vertex must be favored with respect to
pion hypothesis (W(π) − W(K) > 2), while the pion
must satisfy min{Wα} − Wπ > −6. The
−K+π+ in-
variant mass distribution is shown in Fig. 6. The d
is fit with a single Gaussian for the signal and a l
ear polynomial for the background. We used sim
cuts for the normalization mode. We report the val
for the branching ratio of�+

c → 
−K+π+ relative to

Fig. 6. Invariant mass distribution for the combination
−K+π+.
The fit is performed using a single Gaussian for the signal plu
first order polynomial for the background.
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�+
c → �−π+π+, to be

(7)
Γ (�+

c → 
−K+π+)

Γ (�+
c → �−π+π+)

= 0.07± 0.03(stat).

After evaluation of the systematic uncertainty
described in the last section, we measure the u
limit at 90% confidence level to be

(8)
Γ (�+

c → 
−K+π+)

Γ (�+
c → �−π+π+)

< 0.12.

We also see an indication of the decay�+
c →

�∗(1385)+K̄0, where the�∗ is reconstructed in th
decay mode�0π+. The invariant mass of this com
bination is required to be in the interval 1.349–
1.421 GeV/c2 which corresponds to a±1.0 Γ win-
dow around the�∗ nominal mass. ThēK0 is recon-
structed as a K0S in theπ+π− decay mode. We requir
that the reconstructed invariant mass of theπ+π− lie
within 3 standard deviations of the nominal K0

S mass.
We select the events by requiring CLD> 3% and the
significance of detachmentL/σL greater than 4.5. We
also reject events where theπ+ track from the de-
cay vertex has a confidence level greater than 0
of coming from the production vertex. Further, t
�+

c candidates must have a momentum greater
45 GeV/c. We identify the pion from the�∗ by re-
quiring min{Wα} − Wπ > −6. In Fig. 7 the�0π+K0

S

invariant mass is shown. We measure the branchin
tio relative to�+

c → �−π+π+ to be

(9)
Γ (�+

c → �∗(1385)+K̄0)

Γ (�+
c → �−π+π+)

= 1.00± 0.49(stat).

We find the upper limit for the branching ratio at 90
confidence level to be

(10)
Γ (�+

c → �∗(1385)+K̄0)

Γ (�+
c → �−π+π+)

< 1.72,

this measurement includes the systematic uncerta

5. Search for the resonant decay
�+

c → �∗(1530)0π+

As most of the branching ratios are computed
ative to �+

c → �−π+π+, we investigate possibl
systematic errors due to a contribution from�+

c →
�∗(1530)0π+. The decay width of this mode is ex
pected to be zero [1]. In Fig. 8 we plot the sideba
Fig. 7. Invariant mass of the�0π+K0
S combination for the

�+
c → �∗(1385)+K̄0 decay mode. The fit is to a Gaussian for t

signal events and a first order polynomial for the background.

Fig. 8. A fit to the �−π+ sideband-subtracted invariant ma
distribution performed using a Breit–Wigner for the signal reg
plus a shape for the non-resonant�+

c → �−π+π+ and the wrong
(�−π+) combinations taken by Monte Carlo simulation. T
Breit–Wigner width and mean are fixed to the Monte Carlo valu
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subtracted invariant mass distribution for the two p
sible combinations of�−π+ in the �−π+π+ sam-
ple. We fit the signal events using a Breit–Wign
The background is given by two contributions, t
non-resonant�+

c → �−π+π+ events and the wron
�−π+ combination. Both shapes for these distrib
tions are obtained from a Monte Carlo simulation. T
width and mean of the Breit–Wigner and the ra
between the Breit–Wigner amplitude and the am
tude of the wrong sign combination, are fixed to t
Monte Carlo values. No significant contribution fro
this resonant structure is found. After evaluation
the systematic uncertainty, we find the upper limit
90% confidence level for the branching ratio relat
to �+

c → �−π+π+ to be

(11)
Γ (�+

c → �∗(1530)0π+)

Γ (�+
c → �−π+π+)

< 0.10.

We calculate that in the case of a contamination fr
the resonant substructure up to a level of 10%,
efficiency of�−π+π+ inclusive would change by les
than 1%. For this reason the�−π+π+ efficiencies for
the branching ratio measurements have been evalu
with a non-resonant Monte Carlo.

6. Systematic studies

The systematic uncertainties are evaluated afte
vestigation of two possible sources: the choice
fitting conditions and the Monte Carlo simulatio
The total systematic error is computed by add
in quadrature these two independent contributio
We measure the systematic uncertainty due to
ting conditions using a fit variation technique, whi
includes variations in bin size, fitting range, bac
ground shapes, sidebands size and position. To
sess possible systematic uncertainties related to
Monte Carlo simulation we used the standard F
CUS split sample technique, described in [11], a
based on theS-factor method used by the Partic
Data Group [12]. We investigate possible biases
to poor simulation of variables such as run peri
particle and antiparticle,�+ decay mode and mo
mentum,�+

c momentum and significance of sepa
tion between production and decay vertices. Furth
more, as noted above, we find that the efficiency
the �−π+π+ mode is not affected by possible res
d

Table 1
The systematic uncertainties from the Monte Carlo simulation,
fitting condition, and total for each mode are shown

Mode Systematic error

Simulation Fit Total

Γ (�+
c →�+K−π+)

Γ (�+
c →�−π+π+)

0.00 0.04 0.04

Γ (�+
c →�+K̄∗(892)0)

Γ (�+
c →�−π+π+)

0.00 0.06 0.06

Γ (�+
c →�+K+K−)

Γ (�+
c →�+K−π+)

– 0.01 0.01

Γ (�+
c →�0K−π+π+)

Γ (�+
c →�−π+π+)

0.05 0.04 0.06

Γ (�+
c →
−K+π+)

Γ (�+
c →�−π+π+)

0.03 0.01 0.03

Γ (�+
c →�∗(1385)+K̄0)

Γ (�+
c →�−π+π+)

0.19 0.14 0.24

nant structure. Due to the low statistics, no split sa
ple studies are made for�+

c → �+K+K−, �+
c →

�+φ, �+
c → �∗(1690)0K+, �+

c → �∗(1530)0π+
and�+

c → �∗(1385)+K̄0. Because of the particula
spin properties of the particles involved in the lat
decay mode, we evaluated a possible systematic
certainty of our simulation by varying the Monte Car
angular distribution to match the shape obtained in
data. In Table 1 we summarize the systematic un
tainty for each mode. In Table 2 we present the F
CUS results with a comparison to previous measu
ments from CLEO [13] and SELEX [14].

7. Conclusions

We investigate and measure the relative bran
ing ratios of several decay modes of the cha
baryon �+

c . We report the first evidence for th
Cabibbo-suppressed decay�+

c → �+K+K− and we
investigate the contribution from the resonant mo
�+

c → �+φ and �+
c → �∗(1690)0K+. We report

an indication of the decays�+
c → 
−K+π+ and

�+
c → �∗(1385)K̄0. We also report improved mea

surements of�+
c decays in the final state�+K−π+,

�+K̄∗(892)0 and �0K−π+π+. These last three re
sults agree with previous measurements from
CLEO and SELEX Collaborations. Finally, we repo
an improved measurement of the limit for the reson
decay�+

c → �∗(1530)0π+.
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mode (for

Table 2
FOCUS results compared to previous measurements. The relative efficiencies are computed with respect to the normalization
�

+
c → �∗(1690)0K+ we do not correct for the branching fraction of�∗(1690)0 → �+K− as it is not known)

Decay mode Efficiency ratio Relative branching ratio

FOCUS CLEO SELEX

Γ (�+
c →�+K−π+)

Γ (�+
c →�−π+π+)

1.04 0.91± 0.11± 0.04 1.18± 0.26± 0.17 0.92± 0.20± 0.07

Γ (�+
c →�+K̄∗(892)0)

Γ (�+
c →�−π+π+)

0.57 0.78± 0.16± 0.06 0.92± 0.27± 0.14 –

Γ (�+
c →�+K+K−)

Γ (�+
c →�+K−π+)

0.77 0.16± 0.06± 0.01 – –

Γ (�+
c →�+φ)

Γ (�+
c →�+K−π+)

0.33 < 0.12 at 90% C.L. – –

Γ (�+
c →�∗(1690)0K+)

Γ (�+
c →�+K−π+)

0.57 < 0.05 at 90% C.L. – –

Γ (�+
c →�0K−π+π+)

Γ (�+
c →�−π+π+)

1.09 0.28± 0.06± 0.06 0.58± 0.16± 0.07 –

Γ (�+
c →
−K+π+)

Γ (�+
c →�−π+π+)

1.40 0.07± 0.03± 0.03 – –

< 0.12 at 90% C.L.

Γ (�+
c →�∗(1385)+ K̄0)

Γ (�+
c →�−π+π+)

0.21 1.00± 0.49± 0.24 – –

< 1.72 at 90% C.L.

Γ (�+
c →�∗(1530)0π+)

Γ (�+
c →�−π+π+)

0.62 < 0.10 at 90% C.L. < 0.2 at 90% C.L. –
the
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